HAPPY NEW YEAR

A publication of the Noosa Beach Classic Car Club

Noosa Beach Classic Car Club…. …...is a not-for-profit motoring club located at Noosa Heads on
Queensland's Sunshine Coast. It was formed in 1988, for members with a common interest of "Classic Cars", no matter
what make, model or year. The Club is affiliated with CAMS (Confederation of Australia Motor Sport). The Club is also
President’s Column – ‘Classic Lines’ - January 2019;
provided Public Liability Insurance through CAMS.
The Club caters for all makes of vehicles and enthusiasts who enjoy like-minded interests. The Noosa Beach Classic Car Club members participate in many activities such as organised, monthly social motoring outings, social dinners,
Hi
To All Members
our Club Show 'n' Shine, numerous Sporting Events through our CAMS affiliation, social coffee mornings and popular
weekends away with both Social and Sporting groups organised throughout the year.

We are coming to the end of the 2018 ‘Management Year’ & you will soon
The club has now grown to 315 memberships and counting partners we have around 590 members.
be electing a new team to manage the club in 2019.
Each year the club holds three major events,
The Noosa Beach Classic Car Show
The Winter and Summer Hill Climb Challenges

The Hill Climb events are held in a very successful Joint Venture with Historic Racing Car Club of Queensland.
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Australia Day Lunch
Saturday 26 January – Palmwoods Hotel @ 1130am. Book on line.
Morning Tea
Friday 1st February – Pool Café, Peregian Springs.
Car Run & Lunch
Sunday 24th February – Beerwah Hotel

HISTORY OF THE CLUB

The year was 1988 and Noosa, particularly Hastings Street, was going through a bad period in business, with the
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Dates of all 2019 events are now on the NBCCC Website - Events Calendar.

There
were 22 empty shops in Hastings Street and the general feeling from the traders was gloomy, so it was de-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------cided to form the Hastings Street Association to try to give the area a lift and the Hastings Street “Beach Party” was born.
A beach was created in the street by means of 10 tip-truck loads of sand, as there was none on the beach at the
time. All sorts of ideas for entertainment were canvassed, one of them being a street parade with expo stilt walkers and a
car show. Thus the 1st Car Classic was born.
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The Noosa Beach Classic Car Show is staged each year at Lions Park, Noosa Heads, usually the last weekend in
September. In 2001 “The Marque of the Year” was introduced — These have been: 2001 Jaguar, 2002 Ferrari, 2003 Mercedes Benz, 2004 Porsche, 2005 Lamborghini, 2006 Corvette, 2007 Aston Martin, 2008 Maserati, 2009 Bristol, 2010 Alfa
Romeo, 2011 M.G., 2012 Rolls Royce/Bentley, 2013 Triumph, 2014 Porsche, 2015 Jaguar, 2016 Ford, 2017 Holden and
this coming event AllMeeting
British.
to be held on Tuesday February 12th 2019, at 5.30 pm

Annual General Meeting - 2019

Venue; CWA Hall, Tewantin, next to the RSL. (To be Confirmed)

Today the Classic Car Show has grown to be a PREMIER Qld. car event with 300 entrants and with 3000 specta------------------------------------------------------tors coming through the gate.

Mike Rider, President 2018 - NBCCC

An offshoot of the “Noosa Beach Classic Car Show” has been the “Historic Noosa Hill Climb” which had its debut in
1998 with 136 hill climb cars participating.
Today, the “Hill Climb” is so popular that in past years, over 80 cars had to be turned away.
National Champion Kevin Bartlett, driving the special 7.2 litre Holden Monaro (which Peter Brock used to beat all

From the Editor

This month’s magazine is smaller than usual as there has been
very little activity on the
Club Scene over the

Holidays.
I have done some searching on
line and found an article on the birth of
the Motorhome / RV. I hope you will find
it interesting. The article appears on
Pages 12 to 15.
An updated Social Calendar appears on page 4 of this Issue and the
Draft

Calendar from May to December will
be updated in next months Issue,
hopefully along with a full Sporting
Events Calendar for our Competition
oriented Members.
Also this month is a new column
from Kate Rider with her SPOTLIGHT
on a SPONSOR, featuring Noosa Village Autos.
See pages 10 and 11

Lou Szekely

CLASSIC LINES SUPPORTED BY…...

SOCIAL CALENDAR
DATES

EVENT

INFO

26th January, 2018
(Saturday)

Australia Day Lunch Outing

Palmwoods Hotel
See Flyer, page 6

2nd February, 2019
(Friday)

Morning tea at The Pool
Café

Peregian Springs
See flyer, page 8

24th February, 2019
(Sunday)

Car run and lunch

Beerwah Hotel, Beerwah
See flyer, page 9

8th March, 2019
(Friday)

Morning tea

Sweethearts Café, Eudlo

4th March, 2019
(Sunday)

Car run and lunch

Land & Sea Brewery,
Noosaville

Morning tea

Rick’s Garage, Palmwoods

5th April, 2019
(Friday)
21st April, 2019
(Easter Sunday)

Breakfast ; bring bacon/
eggs, table/chairs

Wappa Dam, Yandina
7.00am -9.00am.

2019 (DRAFT) SOCIAL EVENT CALENDAR

DATES
3rd May, 2019(Friday)
19th May, 2019(Sunday)
31st May, 2019(Friday)

SOCIAL EVENT
Morning tea at Doonan Café or Maleny Dairies (tba)
Car run and lunch at the Ginger Factory, Yandina
Morning tea at Curlys on the Boardwalk, Mt. Coolum

8th and 9th June, 2019
WINTER HILL CLIMB
(Saturday and Sunday)
21st June, 2019 (Friday)
Morning tea at Black Ant, Kin Kin
30th June, 2019 (Sunday)
Mystery Run
th
12 July, 2019 (Friday)
Morning tea at Relish, Noosa Springs
th
28 July, 2019 (Sunday)
CHRISTMAS IN JULY Lunch at RACV
th
9 August, 2019 (Friday)
Morning tea TBA
th
25 August, 2019 (Sunday)
Car run and lunch at Winya Farm (Snow’s place)
th
6 September, 2019 (Friday) Morning tea TBA
22nd September, 2019 (Sunday) Car run and lunch
6th October, 2019 (Sunday)
18th October, 2019 (Friday)
3rd November, 2019 (Sunday)

NOOSA BEACH CLASSIC CAR SHOW
Morning tea TBA
Car run and lunch

9th and 10th November, 2019
(Saturday and Sunday)
22nd November, 2019 (Friday)
7th December, 2019 (Saturday)
13th December, 2019 (Friday)

SUMMER HILL CLIMB
Morning tea TBA
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Morning tea TBA

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 2018-19
Management Committee

NBCCC email

Phone
0418 224 318

President

Mike Rider

president@noosacarclub.com.au

Vice President

Adam Krueger

vicepresident@noosacarclub.com.au

Secretary

Michelle Mugliett

secretary@noosacarclub.com.au

0421 219 965

Treasurer

Jonathan Carroll

treasurer@noosacarclub.com.au

0449690232

Management Appointed Positions
Hill Climb Chairman

Bruce Anderson

thehill@noosacarclub.com.au

07 5485 2250

Classic car show Chairman

Dave Dunwoody

classic@noosacarclub.com.au

0405 089 270

Cams Representative

Max Parnell

maxparnell1@gmail.com

0422 226 911

Editor Classic Lines

Lou Szekely

editor@noosacarclub.com.au

0417 259 284

Logistics, Equipment & Safety

vacant

Membership Secretary
Dating Officer —
Volunteer Administration

Jonathan Carroll

treasurer@noosacarclub.com.au

0449690232

Kel Bankin

kelen1@bigpond.com

0418 521 808

Media Officer

Rob van Wegen

media@noosacarclub.com.au

Sponsorship Co-ordinator

Kate Rider

sponsorship@noosacarclub.com.au

0416 224 310

Social Co-ordinator

Lynne McLeod

social@noosacarclub.com.au

0407 179 319

Motor Sport Co-ordinator

Michelle Mugliett

motorsport@noosacarclub.com.au

0421 219 965

Webmaster
Assistant Treasurer

Len Falknau
Randell Jenvey

webmaster@noosacarclub.com.au

0412 070 325

rjenvey5@bigpond.com

0417 244 563

RANDALL AND ROBYN JENVEY and TREVOR AND JOY JONES, RECENTLY
CAUGHT UP WITH RELOCATED MEMBERS, KEN AND JUDY SMITH DURING
THEIR CRUISE SHIP STOPOVER, AT AUCKLAND IN N.Z., OVER THE HOLIDAYS

Annual General Meeting
Will be held at 5.30pm on Tuesday February 12th,
Venue; CWA Hall, Tewantin, next to the RSL. (To be Confirmed)
Nomination forms for Management positions will be on our website from
January 17th & will also be sent out by newsletter to all members.

Nominations CLOSE 14 days prior to the AGM.

Spotlight on a Sponsor presented by Kate Rider
Noosa Village Autos – Hill Climb Supporters — Sponsor Profile:
The Upton family name has been synonymous with the motoring industry on the
Coast for over 35 years, this second generation Local business is now run by Grant
Upton who along with Tyson & Debbie ensure the experience of dealing with Noosa Village Autos is as far from stereotypical used car sales as possible.

When asked about what sets them apart Mr Upton replied “Our focus has always
been about the vehicles and the service, if you get those right the rest takes care of itself.
We put a huge amount of effort into sourcing the best vehicles from contacts established over a number of decades, our simple philosophy is to provide great cars at
prices that the bigger dealerships cannot match and to treat our customers the way that
we would want ourselves or our family members to be treated.
If you come into Noosa Village Autos you will find that you are treated as a person
not a number, you won’t find any commission hungry sales staff with vested interests in
selling you any particular vehicle.

What you will find is a relaxed and friendly atmosphere with no pressure or sales
tactics, we will take the time to answer any questions you have and are happy to offer
any level of guidance you desire. With literally thousands of happy customers both local and interstate we have a huge number of repeat and referral customers and take
great enjoyment in helping people find the car that best suits their needs.”
Noosa Village Autos have been regular sponsors of “The Hill” as well as other
community events, last year they purchased the ‘Yummy Buggy’, a 1969 VW buggy
that was built by local Noosa living legend Ron ‘Yummy’ Broughton in 1977 and was
used for many years selling ice
creams and hotdogs along Teewah
Beach.
`Grant tells how it came about
“Dad was at the Tewantin RSL last
year catching up with some friends
and saw Yummy sitting at a table and
invited him to join them, Yummy said
he was back in town to sort out a few
things and needed to sell the buggy
as he (at the spritely age of 84) had
moved up to Cairns with his granddaughter.
Yummy really didn’t want the
buggy to leave Noosa but couldn’t find
a buyer…the short story is dad decided that ‘you can’t go wrong helping
people out’ and ‘Yummy deserved a
break’ so he bought it, without any
idea of what to do with it. In hindsight
it has been a great promotional tool
for us and the first Facebook post
reached over 8,000 people, we have
loaned the buggy out to local schools
and sporting groups who have used it
as a fundraiser selling drinks and ice
creams, and of course it had it’s first
visit to ‘The Hill’ at the last Hill Climb
event. We are happy to loan it out
completely free of charge to any community groups who can use it, this is a
piece of Noosa history that we just
couldn’t let fade away.”
As well as the many local mechanics who recommend Noosa Village Autos to their
customers, Mike & Kate Rider sold their ute through Grant last year and highly recommend your support of this local family business.
Noosa Village Autos is located at 126 Eumundi Noosa Rd Noosaville or you can
check out all of their vehicles and read through their exhaustive list of customer testimonials on their website at www.NoosaVillageAutos.com.au

Kate Rider

A Brief History of the RV
In 1915, technology merged with the “back to nature” movement, leading to the invention of the motorhome

On August 21, 1915, the Conklin family departed Huntington, New York on a cross-country
camping trip in a vehicle called the “Gypsy Van.” Visually arresting and cleverly designed, the 25-foot,
8-ton conveyance had been custom-built by Roland Conklin’s Gas-Electric Motor Bus Company to
provide a maximum of comfort while roughing it on the road to San Francisco. The New York
Times gushed that had the “Commander of the Faithful” ordered the “Jinns… to produce out of thin
air… a vehicle which should have the power of motion and yet be a dwelling place fit for a Caliph, the
result would have fallen far short of the actual house upon wheels which [just] left New York.”
For the next two months, the Conklins and the Gypsy Van were observed and admired by thousands along their westward route, ultimately becoming the subjects of nationwide coverage in the media of the day. Luxuriously equipped with an electrical generator and incandescent lighting, a full
kitchen, Pullman-style sleeping berths, a folding table and desk, a concealed bookcase, a phonograph, convertible sofas with throw pillows, a variety of small appliances, and even a “roof garden,”
this transport was a marvel of technology and chutzpah.

For many Americans, the Conklin’s Gypsy Van was their introduction to Recreational Vehicles,
or simply, RVs. Ubiquitous today, our streamlined motorhomes and camping trailers alike can trace

their origins to the time between 1915 and 1930, when Americans’ urge to relax by roughing it and
their desire for a host of modern comforts first aligned with a motor camping industry that had the capacity to deliver both.
The Conklins did not become famous simply because they were camping their way to California.
Camping for fun was not novel in 1915: It had been around since 1869, when William H.H. Murray
published his wildly successful Adventures in the Wilderness; Or, Camp-Life in the Adirondacks,
America’s first “how-to” camp guidebook.
Ever since Murray, camping literature has emphasized the idea that one can find relief from the
noise, smoke, crowds, and regulations that make urban life tiresome and alienating by making a pilgrimage to nature. All one needed to do was head out of town, camp in a natural place for a while,
and then return home restored in spirit, health and sense of belonging. While in the wild, a camper—
like any other pilgrim—had to undergo challenges not found at home, which is why camping has long
been called “roughing it.” Challenges were necessary because, since Murray’s day, camping has
been a recapitulation of the “pioneer” experience on the pre-modern “frontier” where the individual
and family were central and the American nation was born.

Camping’s popularity grew slowly, but got more sophisticated when John B. Bachelder offered
alternatives to Murray’s vision of traveling around the Adirondacks by canoe in his 1875 book Popular
Resorts and How to Reach Them. Bachelder identified three modes of camping: on foot (what we call
“backpacking”); on horseback, which allowed for more gear and supplies; and with a horse and wagon. This last was most convenient, allowing for the inclusion ‘of more gear and supplies as well as
campers who were unprepared for the rigors of the other two modes. However, horse-and-wagon
camping was also the most costly and geographically limited because of the era’s poor roads. In short
order, Americans across the country embraced all three manners of camping, but their total number
remained relatively small because only the upper middle classes had several weeks’ vacation time
and the money to afford a horse and wagon.
Over the next 30 years, camping slowly modernized. In a paradoxical twist, this anti-modern,
back-to-nature activity has long been technologically sophisticated. As far back as the 1870s, when a
new piece of camping gear appeared, it was often produced with recently developed materials or
manufacturing techniques to improve comfort and convenience. Camping enthusiasts, promoters,
and manufacturers tended to emphasize the positive consequences of roughing it, but, they added,
one didn’t have to suffer through every discomfort to have an authentic and satisfying experience. Instead, a camper could “smooth” some particularly distressing roughness by using a piece of gear that
provided enhanced reliability, reduced bulk, and dependable outcomes.
Around 1910 the pace of camping’s modernization increased when inexpensive automobiles began appearing. With incomes rising, car sales exploded. At the same time, vacations became more
widespread—soon Bachelder’s horses became motor vehicles, and all the middle classes started to
embrace camping. The first RV was hand built onto an automobile in 1904. This proto-motorhome
slept four adults on bunks, was lit by incandescent lights and included an icebox and a radio. Over
the course of the next decade, well-off tinkerers continued to adapt a variety of automobiles and truck
chassis to create even more spacious and comfortable vehicles, but a bridge was crossed in 1915
when Roland and Mary Conklin launched their Gypsy Van.
Unlike their predecessors, the wealthy Conklins modified a bus into a fully furnished, doubledeck motorhome. The New York Times, which published several articles about the Conklins, was not
sure what to make of their vehicle, suggesting that it was a “sublimated English caravan, land-yacht,
or what you will,” but they were certain that it had “all the conveniences of a country house, plus the
advantages of unrestricted mobility and independence of schedule.” The family’s journey was so
widely publicized that their invention became the general template for generations of motorhomes.
The appeal of motorhomes like the Conklins’ was simple and clear for any camper who sought
to smooth some roughness. A car camper had to erect a tent, prepare bedding, unpack clothes, and
establish a kitchen and dining area, which could take hours. The motorhome camper could avoid
much of this effort. According to one 1920s observer, a motorhome enthusiast simply “let down the
back steps and the thing was done.” Departure was just as simple.
By the middle of the 1920s, many Americans of somewhat more average means were tinkering

together motorhomes, many along the lines made popular by the Conklins, and with the economy
booming, several automobile and truck manufacturers also offered a limited number of fully complete
motorhomes, including REO’s “speed wagon bungalow” and Hudson-Essex’s “Pullman Coach.”
In spite of their comforts, motorhomes had two distinct limitations, which ultimately led to the
creation of the RV’s understudy: the trailer. A camper could not disconnect the house portion and
drive the automobile part alone. (The Conklins had carried a motorcycle.) In addition, many motorhomes were large and limited to traveling only on automobile-friendly roads, making wilder landscapes unreachable. As a consequence of these limitations and their relatively high cost, motorhomes remained a marginal choice among RV campers until the 1960s. Trailers, by contrast, became the choice of people of average means.
The earliest auto camping trailers appeared during the early 1910s but they were spartan affairs: a plain device for carrying tents, sleeping bags, coolers, and other camping equipment. Soon,
motivated tinkerers began to attach tent canvas on a collapsible frame, adding cots for sleeping and
cupboards for cooking equipment and creating the first “tent trailers.” By mid-decade, it was possible
to purchase a fully equipped, manufactured one. In 1923’s Motor Camping, J.C. Long and John D.
Long declared that urban Americans were “possessed of the desire to be somewhere else” and the
solution was evident—trailer camping. Tent trailering also charmed campers because of its convenience and ease. “Your camping trip will be made doubly enjoyable by using a BRINTNALL CONVERTIBLE CAMPING TRAILER,” blared an advertisement by the Los Angeles Trailer Company. The
trailer was “light,” incorporated “comfortable exclusive folding bed features,” and had a “roomy” storage compartment for luggage, which left the car free to be “used for passengers.”
Tent trailering, however, had some drawbacks that became clear to Arthur G. Sherman in 1928
when he and his family headed north from their Detroit home on a modest camping trip. A bacteriologist and the president of a pharmaceutical company, Sherman departed with a newly purchased tent
trailer that the manufacturer claimed could be opened into a waterproof cabin in five minutes. Unfortunately, as he and his family went to set it up for the first time, a thunderstorm erupted, and claimed
Sherman, they “couldn’t master it after an hour’s wrestling.” Everyone got soaked. The experience so
disgusted Sherman that he decided to create something better.
The initial design for Sherman’s new camping trailer was a masonite body standing six-feet wide
by nine-feet long and no taller than the family’s car. On each side was a small window for ventilation
and two more up front. Inside, Sherman placed cupboards, icebox, stove, built-in furniture and storage on either side of a narrow central aisle. By today’s standards, the trailer was small, boxy and unattractive, but it was solid and waterproof, and required no folding. Sherman had a carpenter build it
for him for about $500 and the family took their new “Covered Wagon” (named by the children) camping the following summer of 1929. It had some problems—principally, it was too low inside—but the
trailer aroused interest among many campers, some of whom offered to buy it from him. Sherman
sensed an opportunity.
That fall, Sherman built two additional Covered Wagons. One was for a friend, but the other one
he displayed at the Detroit Auto Show in January 1930. He set the price at $400, which was expensive, and although few people came by the display, Sherman reported that they were “fanatically interested.” By the end of the show, he had sold 118 units, the Covered Wagon Company was born,
and the shape of an RV industry was set.
Over the next decade the company grew rapidly and to meet demand, trailers were built on an assembly line modeled on the auto industry. In 1936, Covered Wagon was the largest trailer producer
in an expanding American industry, selling approximately 6,000 units, with gross sales of $3 million.
By the end of the 1930s, the solid-body industry was producing more than 20,000 units per year and
tent trailers had more or less disappeared.
Arthur Sherman’s solid-body trailer quickly gained acceptance for two principal reasons. First,
Sherman was in the right place, at the right time, with the right idea. Detroit was at the center of the
Great Lakes states, which at that time contained the country’s greatest concentration of campers.
Furthermore, southern Michigan was the hub of the automobile industry, so a wide range of parts and
skills were available, especially once the Depression dampened demand for new automobiles. And, a
solid-body trailer took another step along the path of modernization by providing a more convenient
space that was usable at any time.

Today’s 34-foot Class A motorhome with multiple TVs, two bathrooms, and a king bed is a version of the Conklin’s “Gypsy Van” and fifth-wheel toy haulers with popouts are the descendants of Arthur Sherman’s “Covered Wagon,” and these, in turn, are modernized versions of Bachelder’s horseand-wagon camping. Between 1915 and 1930, Americans’ desire to escape modern life’s pressures
by traveling into nature intersected with their yearning to enjoy the comforts of modern life while there.
This contradiction might have produced only frustration, but tinkering, creativity, and a love of autos
instead gave us recreational vehicles.
This article is brought to you from the https://www.smithsonianmag.com/

HERE WE HAVE A MODERN RETRO VERSION OF A CUSTOM KOMBI RV

(The Americans nickname RVs, Roving Viruses.
I prefer to call them Road Blocks. For that’s exactly what they are on our
single lane Highways. Although I imagine this Kombi would be no slowpoke.
(Editor)

NOOSA HILL CLIMB SPONSORS
MAJOR SPONSOR

CRICKS MAROOCHYDORE VW
Supported by;
BROOKLANDS RESTORATIONS, COOROY
ADDITIONAL SPONSORS
SHANNONS INSURANCE

CLASSIC CAR SHOW SPONSORS
EVENT SPONSOR

SHANNONS INSURANCE.
MAJOR SPONSOR

BROOKLANDS RESTORATIONS

BENDIGO BANK, TEWANTIN

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS

TEWANTIN RSL

BENDIGO BANK, TEWANTIN

AHT TELEMATICS & WEBFLEET,
MAROOCHYDORE

THE REEF HOTEL

BOB JANE T MART, NOOSAVILLE
BISSELLS PAINT & PANEL
SCHWARTZ DESIGN, TEWANTIN
NOOSA VILLAGE AUTOS

DOWLING NEYLAN REAL ESTATE
RAY WHITE COMMERCIAL, NOOSA
MERCEDES BENZ, SUNSHINE COAST
WILLY’S AUTO DETAILERS, NOOSAVILLE
PRO-TRAIN, MAROOCHYDORE
SLRV EXPEDITION VEHICLES
U HAUL TRAILERS, KAWANA

SMARTFORKS, MAROOCHYDORE,
ODYSSEY BATTERIES
CLAYTON’S TOWING

KENNARDS HIRE,
RACV RESORT

BOWDENS OWN
LAGUNA REAL ESTATE
PERFORMAX CARS
U HAUL TRAILERS
BISSELLS PAINT & PANEL
LOTUS CARS QUEENSLAND
SCHNEIDER MOTORS
TYREPOWER, NOOSA
NOOSA VILLAGE JEWELLERS
NOOSA CIVIC
NOOSA TOURISM
RACV RESORT
KENNARDS HIRE
ROTARY NOOSA

HARVEY NORMAN, NOOSA,
SUPERIOR SKIP BINS

CLEANAWAY

SUNSTATE GEARBOX, MAROOCHYDORE,

On behalf of NBCCC & HRCCQ
our thanks for your support!

Thanks also to all the small vendors
& traders who make a significant
contribution to The Show,
an iconic Noosa Event.

Membership Report — Jonathon Carroll
The NBCCC management committee welcomes these new members
Bob Kurzok of Mt Ommaney
Justin O'Flynn and Megan Wagner of Lake Cooribah
John and Patricia Percey of Sunrise Beach
Barry Turner of Doonan.
Total Memberships as at 13 Jan 2019 are 331
We welcome you all and ask you to join us at our 3 Major events and
all or some of our many Social and Sporting events throughout the
year.
The wedding ceremony came to the point where the minister asked if anyone had
anything to say concerning the union of the bride and groom.
The moment of utter silence was broken when a beautiful young woman carrying
a child stood up. She starts walking slowly towards the minister.
The congregation was aghast you could almost hear a pin drop.
The groom's jaw dropped as he stared in at the approaching young woman and
child.
Chaos ensued. The bride threw the bouquet into the air and burst out crying.
Then the groom's mother fainted.
The best men started giving each other looks and wondering how to save the
situation.
The minister asked the woman, "Can you tell us, why you came forward? What do
you have to say?"
There was absolute silence in the church.
The woman replied, "We can't hear you in the back."
And that illustrates what happens when people are considered guilty until proven
innocent!

another Ken Ross gem

